As the online social network technology is gaining all time high popularity and usage, the malicious behavior and attacks of spammers are getting smarter and difficult to track. The newer spamming approaches using the social engineering concepts are making traditional spam and spammer detection techniques obsolete. Especially, content-based filtering of spam messages and spammer profiles in online social networks is becoming difficult. Newer approaches for spammer detection using topological features are gaining attention. Further, the evaluation of ensemble classifiers for detection of spammers over social networking behavior-based features is still in its infancy. In this paper, we present an ensemble learning method for online social network security by evaluating the performance of some basic ensemble classifiers over novel community-based social networking features of legitimate users and spammers in online social networks. The proposed method aims to identify topological and community-based features from users' interaction network and uses popular classifier ensembles -bagging and boosting to identify spammers in online social networks. Experimental evaluation of the proposed method is done over a real-world data set with artificial spammers that follow a behavior as reported in earlier literature. The experimental results reveal that the identified features are highly discriminative to identify spammers in online social networks.
Introduction
The Online Social Network (OSN) technology has experienced an exploding popularity and usage in the recent years [20] . This popularity is mostly a result of the numerous features provided by them to their users, which mainly include joining a network (become users), defining their preferences (profile), and publishing any content which they like to share of the interacting nodes in online social networks to identify spammers. Incorporating additional sociological characteristics (like interaction behavior of nodes within and across network community structures) in the classification models can improve their performance for identifying spammers who incorporate sybil and cloning attacks. In [1] , we have identified some novel community-based structural features, based on inter-and intracommunity users interaction patterns, to learn improved classification models for spammer classification in online social networks. However, the results only spanned over single classifiers and the significance of using ensemble learning methods has not been extensively evaluated yet. In this paper, which is an extended version of our preliminary work on ensemble methods for spammer classification [3] , we present details about the topological and community-based features and their significance towards spammer detection in online social networks. We also present an evaluation of individual features to establish their discriminative property for spammer detection using classifier ensembles. Two popular classifier ensembles -bagging and boosting are used over topological and community-based features extracted from a real-world social network data set with artificially planted spammers. Results are generated for both classifier ensembles using decision tree and naïve Bayes algorithms to evaluate the performance of the proposed spammer detection method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of the existing works on spam/spammer detection. Section 3 presents details about the topological and community-based features and their formulations. Section 4 briefly describes two classifier ensembles -bagging and boosting. Section 5 presents the experimental setup and evaluation results. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper with future directions of work.
Related work
Spam/Spammer detection methods usually involve two approaches -content-based learning and topology-based learning. In literature, most of the work has been done along the lines of detecting e-mail spam and web spam mainly by exploiting content-based patterns of spam emails and web pages. The main idea behind content-based learning revolves around the observation that spammers use distinguished keywords, URLs, etc. in their interactions and to define their profiles. Such content-based features are used to learn classification models to label messages and profiles as legitimate or spam [31] . However, such approach is often deceived by spammers using copy profiling and content obfuscation.
With the evolution of OSNs the spamming behavior shown and the content disseminated by spammers has changed and got similar to that of legitimate users. This makes detecting spammers in OSNs a highly challenging task. Along these lines topologybased learning methods aim to exploit structural social network features like clustering coefficient, community structures, reciprocity, node degree, etc. to characterize network behavior of legitimate and spammer accounts. Shrivastava et al. [30] incorporated features including clustering coefficient and neighborhood independence to deal with random link attacks from spammers. Gan and Suel [16] extracted features like in-links, out-links, crosslinks, etc. from a Web graph to classify pages as spam or benign. Other methods include finding physical node clusters based on network-level features from online communication networks [29] . To detect spam clusters, Gao et al. [17] used two widely acknowledged distinguishing features of spam campaigns -distributed coverage and bursty nature. The distributed property is quantified using the number of users that send wall posts in the cluster, whereas bursty property is based on the intuition that most spam campaigns involve coordinated action by many accounts within short periods of time [33] .
In order to, more strictly, characterize the spammers from legitimate users, the methods proposed in [1] and [13] exploit the existence of community structures in social networks [2] to extract novel structural features for the task. Communities resemble groups of nodes that are relatively densely connected to each other but sparsely connected to other dense groups in the network. Identifying community structure in social networks is important as it reveals the functional groups in a system and thus provides information about the role of individual nodes. In the context of spammer detection, a node at the boundary of a community which has out links to nodes that belong to other distinct communities may be considered suspicious, as legitimate users tend to show high interactivity within their respective communities [1] . For spammer detection, these methods split the interaction network of OSN users into communities and then extract community-based features of network nodes (users) to classify them as spammer or legitimate.
Besides, there exist ensemble methods that can be used to improve the performance of classifiers by learning multiple models over the same training example set and then using some aggregation method to decide upon a single combined label determined by multiple classifiers. Using ensemble learning methods to improve the performance of spam detection methods have been adopted by many researchers, but their studies have been mainly oriented towards content-based classification of e-mail and web-spam [12] . It is important to note that evaluating ensemble classification methods for spammer detection over topological features of OSN user interaction graphs is still in its infancy. In [18] , the authors used an ensemble under-sampling classification strategy incorporating C4.5, bagging, and adaboost. Their results using the ensemble approach showed improvement in Web spam detection performance effectively. Using a text corpus, the authors in [27] aimed to show the significance of classifier ensembles over individual classifiers for spam detection. However, they failed to show any significant improvement in the task. In [22] , the authors highlighted the high performance of classifier ensembles involving Adaboost, Stacking, and Ensemble Decision Tree, against the best performance of single classifiers for e-mail spam detection using a content-based approach. In [8] , the authors showed that the classifier ensemble proposed by Caruana et al. [9] performed better than most individual and classifier ensembles implemented in WEKA for the task of email spam detection. In [12] , the authors exploited both content-based and link-based features to compile a minimal feature set that can be computed incrementally in a quick manner to allow intercepting spam. They also showed that for a selected feature set, ensemble classification technique outperforms previously published methods and the Web spam challenge 2008 best results.
Topological and community-based features
In this section, we present the formulation of topological and community-based features that are used to learn classifier ensembles for spammer detection in online social networks.
Though topological features for each node (user) in the users' interactions network are defined using graph properties, an overlapping community structure of nodes is identified to define community-based features [4] . The community-based features include the features that express the role of a node in the community structure, i.e., whether a node is a boundary node or a core node, and the number of communities a particular node belongs to. Further details about different types of features identified from users' interactions network are given in the following sub-sections.
Topological features
In this section, various topological features are defined using the basic graph properties. For each feature, a shortened notation is assigned and given in parenthesis for reference in the remaining portion of this paper.
Total out-degree (TOD): This is a directed graph-based feature, which captures the interaction behavior of a user with other users in the network. The total out-degree of a node (user) u represents the total number of distinct users in the social network with whom u has direct out-links, i.e., to whom u sends messages, etc. It is formally defined using Equation 1, where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges in social networks.
(1)
Total reciprocity (TR): This is also a directed graph-based feature, which captures the mutual interaction pattern of a user with other users in the network. The total reciprocity of a node u represents the ratio of the number of mutual interactions of u to the total number of nodes with which u has out-links. Formally, it can be defined using Equation 2, where is the set of links (edges) incident to node u and is the set of links (edges) originating from u.
Total in/out ratio (TIOR): This is a more generic feature than the TR feature which is defined for a node (user) u as the ratio of the number of links (edges) incident to u to the number of links (edges) originating from u. Formally, it can be defined using Equation 3 , where the notations have the same interpretations as given in Equation 2.
Community-based features
In this section, various community-based features are defined which exploits the community structure of online social networks. Like topological features, community-based features are also assigned a shortened notation and given in parenthesis for their reference in the remaining portion of this paper.
Core node (CN): This is a Boolean property which takes either 1 or 0 value. For a node (user) u, the CR feature value is set to 1 if the community detection method used to identify community structures in social network marks u as a core node, otherwise its value is set to 0. Formally, it can be defined using Equation 4.
(4)
Community memberships (CM): This is also a community-based feature, which is defined as the number of communities to which a node (user) u is assigned by the overlapping community detection method. Formally, it can be defined using Equations 5 and 6, where is the community set of node u, Ck is community identifier, and n is the number of communities identified by the overlapping community detection method in social network. In case the node u is marked as outlier by the overlapping community detection method, its CM value is set to 0.
(5) (6) In order to define the remaining community-based features, we first need to discuss the concept of foreign node. For a given node u, a node v is said to be a foreign node if both the nodes never belong to same community, i.e., the community sets of the nodes u and v are mutually exclusive. Formally, the set of foreign nodes for a node u ( ) is be defined using Equation 7.
(7)
Foreign out-degree (FOD): The foreign out-degree of a node u is defined as the number of foreign nodes to which u has out-links. Formally, it is defined using Equation 8 , where E is the set of edges in the social network. 
Foreign in/out ratio (FIOR):
The foreign in/out ratio for a node u is defined as the ratio of the number of foreign nodes that have out-links to u, to the number of foreign nodes to which the node u has out-links. Formally, it is defined using Equations 9-11, where is the set of foreign nodes from which the node u has in-links and is the set of foreign nodes with which u has out-links.
Foreign reciprocity (FR):
The foreign reciprocity of a node u represents the ratio of the number of mutual interactions of the node u with its foreign nodes to the total number of foreign nodes with whom u has out-links. Formally, it is defined using Equation 12.
(12)
Foreign out-link probability (FOLP): The foreign out-link probability of a node (user) u represents the probability of its out-links to the foreign nodes. It is defined as a ratio of the number of foreign nodes with which u has out-links to the total number of nodes with which u has out-links, as given in Equation 13. 
Classifier ensembles
Classifier ensembles combine multiple machine learning instances to improve the classification results of a system. It is based on the assumption that combination of multiple classifiers may be able to produce a better classification system, which is more stable and accurate than any of its individual components. According to Dietterich [10] , the performance advantage of classifier ensembles can be attributed to three key factors: (i) Combining multiple hypotheses to form an ensemble such that the votes of individual classifiers are averaged and the risk of selecting an incorrect hypothesis is reduced, (ii) Starting a local search in different locations; ensemble can provide a better approximation of the true underlying function, (iii) Weighted sum of the hypotheses within an ensemble may extend the space of representable hypotheses to allow a more accurate representation. A brief description of the mostly used ensemble methods is given in the following subsections.
Bagging
This is one of the simple classifier ensemble methods. Bootstrap aggregation (or Bagging), proposed by Breiman [7] , involves training multiple instances of classifiers on a sample of training examples that are taken at random with replacement (bootstrap sample). Finally, the labels of the test samples are determined by a majority vote of each internally learned classifier. However, bagging methods gives equal weightage to all classifiers.
Boosting
Also called as arcing (Adaptive Resampling and Combining) [15] , boosting first involves assigning weights to the training set instances, then on each learning iteration it increases and decreases the weights of misclassified and correctly classified instances, respectively. The difficulty of the learning problem is effectively increased after each iteration, with an attempt to minimize the weighted error over the training set. It involves repeatedly learning a weak classifier on various distributed samples of the training data. The classifiers learnt at each step are then combined into a single strong classifier to achieve a higher accuracy than the individual ones. Increasing the weights of misclassified instances increases their selection probability for the next iteration, and thereby a weak learner is forced to focus on difficult examples of the training set. For a test sample, the final classification decision is based on the combination of the decisions made in all rounds, namely a weighted majority vote, where decisions with lower classification error have higher weights.
Experimental setup and results
In this section, we present a brief description of the experimental data set followed by some of the experimental results to establish the efficacy of the of the classifier ensembles for spammer detection in online social networks. The topological and community-based features discussed in Section 3 are extracted from a real-world social network data set with artificially planted spammers. We compare the performance of multiple classifiers, including decision tree and naïve Bayes, and their ensemble variants implemented as a part of WEKA [14] , which is an implementation of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks, ranging from data pre-processing and classification rule mining to clustering. Further details about the data set and experimental results are presented in the following subsections.
Data set
As discussed earlier, the approach followed in this paper aims to detect spammers by extracting structural features from the user interaction patterns of OSN users. In this regard the dataset required for analysis is expected to contain a weighted (weights representing the frequency of interactions) network including both legitimate and spammer nodes. However, due to the unavailability of such a dataset and the complexity of extracting the same from a OSN given the access restrictions, we are left with the option of generating an artificial network which would reflect the real world situation to a maximum extent. For the experiments conducted in this paper, we have used a real-world social network data set representing the wall post activities of about 63891 Facebook users [32] . The nodes in this network are considered to be legitimate nodes. We inject additional nodes in the network to simulate spammer behavior. In this regard, we subsequently filter out all the nodes having zero in-degree or out-degree, and any isolated nodes from the network to represent them as legitimate networks. This results in a network with 32693 legitimate nodes. Thereafter, in order to simulate spammers, we generate a set of 1000 isolated nodes for the legitimate network, which creates out-links to randomly selected nodes in the legitimate network. The out-links or the out-degree generated for the spammers are not random, rather it follows the distribution shown by spammers as reported in [19] and used in [6] and [24] . The outdegree distribution of spammer nodes (as reported in [19] ) is shown in Table 1 . Since the messages of the spammers are expected to be least often reciprocated, the probability of a legitimate node replying to a spammer is set to 0.05. In order to make the detection task more difficult, we generate another set of 1000 spammer nodes, which try to mimic the clustering/community property of legitimate nodes. In order to do so, we have used the LFR-benchmark generator [25] to generate a directed network of 1000 nodes with embedded community structures. The LFR-benchmark parameters used to generate the network are shown in Table 2 . Thereafter, for each node in the synthetic network, we rewire a set of its out-links to a set of randomly selected nodes in the legitimate network in such a way that the spamming out-degree (i.e., the rewired out-links) follows the spammer out-degree distribution given in Table 1 . In this regard, a total number of 2000 spammer nodes (out of which 1000 mimic the clustering property of legitimate nodes) are added to the legitimate network, resulting in a total number of 34693 nodes in the final network. Finally, both topological and community-based features are extracted from the resultant network with injected spammers to learn various classifier ensembles. In order to extract community-based features, one of our density-based overlapping community detection algorithms proposed in [4] is applied to identify overlapping community structures in the social network.
Results
In order to evaluate the significance of the ensemble learning methods using topological and community-based features, a set of classifiers from WEKA is learned on the training data set. The performance of two well-known classifiers including J48 (decision tree) [28] and naïve Bayes [21] Table 3 presents the performance (averaged for both spam and non-spam classes) of the individual classifiers on the data set with planted spammers, wherein it is clear that the decision tree based classifier J48 performs better than the naïve Bayes classifier. Tables 4  and 5 present the performance of the bagging ensemble over the base classifiers -naïve Bayes and J48, respectively, whereas Tables 6 and 7 present the performance of the boosting ensemble over the base classifiers -naïve Bayes and J48, respectively for spammer detection task. It can be observed from these tables that the performance of naïve Bayes and J48 classifiers using either bagging or boosting ensemble learning approach is better than their individual performance. However, in case of naïve Bayes classifier, the ensemble approaches show low performance than the ensemble approaches using J48 classifier. Since the performance of ensemble methods using J48 performs better than the ensemble methods using naïve Bayes classier, and that the performance of bagging with J48 and boosting with J48 is comparable, we have used bagging with J48 classifier for further experiment to establish the discriminative property of both topological and communitybased features. Table 8 presents the ranking of both topological and community-based features generated by Weka using bagging with J48 classifier, based on a 10-fold cross validation. To judge the discriminative property of individual features, we have repeated the classification process using bagging with J48 classifier, each time excluding one feature from the feature set and the classification performance is presented in Table 9 , where F represents the set of all 10 features.
Conclusion and future work
Spammer detection in online social networks is challenging, but a highly desirable task. Numerous machine learning approaches using content-based features have been used in literature to detect email spam. However, as the spam/spammer filtering technology has evolved, so has the behavior of spammers and the techniques devised by them. The latest social engineering attacks devised by spammers mainly involve mimicking the behavior of legitimate users both content-wise and topologically. This makes it difficult for the traditional content based and topological spammer detection techniques to prove their mettle. On the other hand, ensemble learning approaches like bagging and boosting that aim to improve the performance of individual classifiers, have not been extensively evaluated for the spammer detection task in online social networks. Moreover, new structural features based on community structures of online social network users have also been proposed recently for spammer detection but still remain underexploited. In this paper, we have presented a major classification and formulation of various structure-based features and evaluated the performance of bagging and boosting ensemble learning approaches for the task of spammer detection in online social networks. Experimental results reveal that the bagging ensemble learning approach using J48 (decision tree) base classifier performs better than its individual model and also better than some other ensemble learning approaches for spammer detection using topological and communitybased social network features. As a direction of future work, structural features along with contents generated by individual users (e.g., wall posts, messages, etc.) can be considered to design more reliable spammer detection methods. Similarly, contents of spammers' posts can be analyzed using natural language processing and text mining approaches to identify different types of spam campaigns made by spammers in online social networks. Moreover, as stated earlier, evaluation of ensemble classifiers for spammer detection especially using new topological and sociological features is still in its infancy and needs more evaluation. Specifically, one of the main issues for classification models for spammer detection from OSNs is that of class imbalance i.e. more legitimate nodes and less spammer nodes. Various ensemble learning approaches have been proposed in literature to deal with overfitting and class imbalance, which can be rigorously explored for the spammer detection problem. This is an extended and revised version of work presented at the 2014 IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence (WI 2014) 
